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Abstract
Brushless Permanent Magnet (BLPM) motors have many benefits, such as high
efficiency and high power density, which make them a popular choice in advance
motor drive systems. However, the values of the three-phase currents of the motor are
required to control the torque of the motor, which has to be measured using multiple
current sensors. The current sensors are expensive and reduce the reliability of the
system. In addition to this, current sensors may degrade the signal and introduce
erïors, which may results in torque ripple in a practical motor drive.
Several researchers have proposed various methods to reduce the number of current
sensors. One of those methods suggested using a single current sensor to measure the
DC link current and using the switching signals to reconstruct the three-phase currents
of the motor. Although this was possible, it should be emphasised that in some
instances of the switching state, the motor current does not flow through the DC link,
but it circulates inside the inverter circuit. In several articles, the method to find the
three-phase currents using a similar method was explained. However, none of these
studies considered the circulating inverter current in the reconstruction of the phase
currents.
This thesis provides a comprehensive motor simulation program that can be used to
study a number of operating modes of the motor drive, and can introduce artificial
faults and noises that may appear in the real drive. The thesis also provides a detailed
analysis of the DC link current and inverter switching states. The current
reconstruction algorithm and a compensation routine are given in the thesis. The
practical data from the real motor drive are obtained, the simulation studies are
verified, and the limitations of the method are highlighted. It is demonstrated iha| a
single current sensor on the DC link and the switching signals can be used to
reconstruct the three-phase currents of the BLPM motor. However, a real-time
implementation of such a method requires a noise-free measurement and further
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